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Experience Europe through the train window

More and more of us choose to travel by train rather than fly, 
regardless of whether it’s a long weekend in the city, a family 
holiday in the sunshine during summer, or a trip with work. 

In the first half of 2018 alone, 30 per cent more Interrail cards were sold in 
Sweden compared to the previous year. And there are many good reasons to 
travel by train: the climate of course, but also the more relaxed tempo and the 
chance to discover and see not only the destination but also the route.

On the train through Europe describes 10 exciting and attractive train journeys 
with tips on the exact routes, trains and transfers, but also sightseeing and 
restaurants on the way. The book offers a whole range of practical advice on 
how and where it’s easiest to plan and book items such as train tickets, seats 
and sleepers. Which apps are best to use for what? Which booking pages on the 
internet? Are there any physical booking agencies that could be of help? You 
also get tips on smart packing, items that are handy to bring along and how to 
travel safely.

on the train through europe
– 470 tips and 7 routes
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Tips before the journey

Plan your route – relaxed travel

Buying tickets on the internet

When does it pay to have an Interrail card?

Booking tickets via a travel agent

Booking accommodation on the internet

Bicycle on the train

Dog on the train

Travelling light

Watch out for thieves!

Fire safety 

Good general travel apps
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Where it begins: Malmo–Copenhagen–Hamburg

Four countries and three capital cities: Hamburg–
Karlsruhe (alt. Cologne)– Paris–Brussels–
Amsterdam

Central Europe by rail: Hamburg–Berlin–Dresden–
Prague

Over the Alps and down to the food: Hamburg–
Vienna–Klagenfurt– Venice–Bologna

Eastern adventures: Munich–Salzburg–Budapest– 
Transylvania

Mountains, fjords and glaciers: Oslo–Myrdal–Flåm–
Bergen

Scottish heaths and Harry Potter: London–
Glasgow–Glenfinnan– Mallaig

Four quick routes as inspiration – Spain, south of 
France, southern Italy, Poland and Ukraine

Train to Spain, route suggestions

Train to the south of France, route suggestions

Train to southern Italy, route suggestions

Train in an easterly direction, route suggestions
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